
BUSINESS PLAN SAMPLE ACCOUNTING SERVICES

Addressing tax problems (audit representation, back taxes owed, payroll tax problems, IRS issues, bankruptcy) The
Sorcerer's Accountant intends to add the following bookkeeping services: These bookkeeping services will be at a rate
of $30 per hour/per bookkeeper for clients.

These strategies include traditional print advertisements and ads placed on search engines on the Internet.
Over the last half â€” a â€” decade, the Accounting Services industry has recovered from a post â€”
recessionary decline in demand caused by a falling number of businesses in the United States, weak private
investment and shrinking corporate budgets amongst others. A week schedule 24 insertions commencing early
in January and running through the middle of April coincides with tax season when the need for professional
accounting help is most acute. She may also make herself available for speaking engagements at other
community or civic organizations. It is recommended that the mailings be made over a period of several
monthsâ€”not all at onceâ€” so that proper follow-up telephone calls can be made. These brands are known all
over the world. Our plan is to position the business to become one of the leading brands in the accounting
services industry in the whole of New York City, and also to be amongst the top 20 accounting services firms
in the United States of America within the first 10 years of operations. The Accounting Firm will also use an
internet based strategy. This is very important as many people seeking local services, such as accountants, now
the Internet to conduct their preliminary searches. Summary of Opportunities and Threats in the Environment
Overall, the environment appears very positive for Marcus Accounting. Restaurant Placemats
â€”Opportunities exist for a business cardlike ad to be placed on the paper placemats used in area restaurants
shelf-life of the ad is about six months , or for special holiday events taking place at a restaurant 1-off
opportunities. The letter will emphasize a slightly different aspect than for new businesses; established
businesses may already have a relationship with an accountant, so the focus of the letter is on the
differentiation of Marcus Accountingâ€”what Mary Beth Marcus offers that others don't. Criteria for selection
include: competence can the accountant do what the client needs done? It also serves to build awareness and
name recognition of the company in generalâ€”important for word-of-mouth referrals "Oh yes, I've seen that
company's ads before. The Accounting Services industry has loads of small business operators servicing a
wide range of clients ranging from start â€” ups to well established businesses. Networking within business
groups, civic groups, church groups, etc. The industry is projected to enjoy 4. Becoming a sponsor in a
community event Festival of Spring, County Fair, Autumn Fest, various parades, bloodmobiles, etc. List
publications, local newspapers, radio, and other outlets that you will use to promote your business. If you are
an accountant, then you can leverage on this read to start your own accounting services firm. The organization
will be managed by both of them since they have adequate working experience to manage such business. The
Accounting Firm, Inc. Doe intends to implement marketing campaigns that will effectively target small
businesses and individuals within the target market. A review of competitors' marketing strategies reveals no
one launching a major attack on the Market County market. The need can arise anytime, but late fall and
winter months are when most people are thinking about their tax situation. Find out who your competitors are
by searching online directories and searching in your local Yellow Pages. Doe expects a strong rate of growth
at the start of operations. The newsletter can be produced in-house and for the cost of paper and a stamp
creates a lot of goodwill among customers and prospects. Our intention of starting our accounting services
firm is to work with both smaller organizations start â€” ups and mom and pop shops and also well â€”
established corporate organizations who would want to outsource the accounting concerns.


